
 
 

 

 

 

CFE Regulatory Circular 20-005 
 
Date:  July 1, 2020 

Exchanges: CFE 

Markets: Futures 

To:   Trading Privilege Holders 

Re:  Test Symbol Usage and Order and Quote Submissions (UPDATED) 
    

Replaces CFE Regulatory Circulars 18-008 and 20-004 

Cboe Futures Exchange, LLC (“CFE”) is issuing this updated circular to provide additional detail 
regarding how the message limit for test symbols is applied.1 

 
Test Symbol Availability 
The test symbols available for CFE Trading Privilege Holders (“TPHs”) to use to send test orders or 

quotes to the CFE System production environment can be found in the below links for both simple and 
spread instruments. The products that are test symbols are flagged as Test Symbol = “True.”    

 

• Simple Instruments 
http://markets.cboe.com/us/futures/market_statistics/symbol_reference/?mkt=cfe 

 

• Spread Instruments 
http://markets.cboe.com/us/futures/market_statistics/symbol_reference/?mkt=cfe&complex
=1 

 
As of the date of this Regulatory Circular, the CFE Quoting Interface may only be used for Trade at 

Settlement (“TAS”) contracts. Quotes and orders in non-TAS contracts may be sent via Quoting 
Interface match capacity allocations commencing on July 26, 2020. The current limitation on the use of 

the Quoting Interface only for TAS contracts also applies in relation to test products until July 26, 2020. 

 
ZVXT is a test product in the CFE production environment for TAS contracts in Cboe Volatility Index 

(“VX”) futures which have the symbol VXT. On May 31, 2020, the simulated pre-opening period for ZVXT 
was updated to begin five minutes prior to the start of the pre-opening period for VXT. (See Exchange 

Notice 2020062500 for additional information.) TPHs are encouraged to utilize ZVXT for the test 
purposes of confirming connectivity and ensuring proper code path initialization during the five 
minutes prior to the start of the pre-opening period for VXT.  The Exchange considers the use of ZVXT in 
this manner to be a legitimate testing purpose. 
 

 
1 This Circular updates CFE Regulatory Circular 20-005, originally publish on May 18, 2020.   

http://markets.cboe.com/us/futures/market_statistics/symbol_reference/?mkt=cfe
http://markets.cboe.com/us/futures/market_statistics/symbol_reference/?mkt=cfe&complex=1
http://markets.cboe.com/us/futures/market_statistics/symbol_reference/?mkt=cfe&complex=1
https://cdn.cboe.com/resources/release_notes/2020/June-Update-CFE-Announces-New-Quoting-Interface-and-Risk-Reset-Functionality-for-Non-TAS-Contracts.pdf
https://cdn.cboe.com/resources/release_notes/2020/June-Update-CFE-Announces-New-Quoting-Interface-and-Risk-Reset-Functionality-for-Non-TAS-Contracts.pdf
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Also, TPHs are currently allowed to send up to 10 messages per second (consisting of quotes and/or 
orders) in all test symbols combined at any time that the platform is accepting messages in test 
contracts. The following provides additional detail regarding how this limit is applied.  
 

The limit of 10 messages per second in all test symbols applies separately with respect to each match 
capacity allocation2 utilized by a TPH. If for example a TPH has two match capacity allocations, the TPH 
could send up to 10 messages per second in all test symbols combined through each of those match 
capacity allocations. This limit functions in the same manner as an Order Rate Limit as described in CFE 
Rule 513A(h). As further described in Rule 513A(h), all messages are counted for purposes of calculating 

the limit (including any new order, each quote within a bulk message, any order or quote modification, 
and any cancel), but when the limit is reached certain cancels are still allowed to go through.  
 

Test symbol availability is also described in the technical specifications found at the following links: 

 

• US Futures BOE Specification  

• US Futures Risk Management Specification  
 
If there are any problems sending orders or quotes in test symbols, TPHs are encouraged to contact the 

CFE Trade Desk at 312-786-8700 or cfetradedesk@cboe.com.   
 

Test Order and Quote Submissions 
CFE TPHs should also be mindful of the following provisions relating to the submission of test orders 

within the CFE System production environment. Please note with respect to these provisions and other 
provisions of CFE rules that the term “order” also encompasses a quote unless otherwise specified. 

 
CFE Rule 513(d) provides that test symbols in the CFE System production environment may only be 

utilized for legitimate testing purposes. Any abusive or excessive messaging in test classes will not be 

permitted. CFE Regulation will monitor test classes for excessive messaging. 

 
Additionally, CFE Policies and Procedures Section XVIII (“P&P XVIII”), Paragraph S provides that the 

entering of an order other than in a test environment or test symbol without the intent to execute a 

bona fide transaction, including for the purpose of verifying connectivity or checking a data feed, is not 
permissible. This prohibition does not preclude a market participant from entering a bona fide order 

that is intended to be executed and where such execution may also serve some other risk management 
purpose, such as verifying the flow of the executed trades through the market participant’s back-office 
systems.  

 
Order and Quote Submissions at Beginning of Business Day 
The following provisions apply in non-test symbols. 
 

TAS Order and Quote Submissions 
CFE Rule 404A sets forth requirements applicable to TAS transactions, and Rule 404A(c) governs 
when TAS orders may first be submitted at the beginning of a business day. During the time period 
between Exchange business days for a product, the entry into the CFE System of a TAS order in that 
product prior to the time at which the CFE System disseminates the first pre-opening notice for TAS 

 
2 Match capacity allocations are also referred to as BOE Quoting Ports. 

http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/CBOE_FUTURES_EXCHANGE_BOE_SPECIFICATION.pdf
http://cdn.cboe.com/resources/membership/CBOE_FUTURES_EXCHANGE_RISK_MANAGEMENT_SPECIFICATION.pdf
mailto:cfetradedesk@cboe.com
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orders in that product is prohibited. The CFE System disseminates a pre-opening notice for each 
TAS contract, and the first pre-opening notice for a TAS contract in a product is the pre-opening 
notice that establishes the time at which TAS orders may be submitted for all TAS contacts in that 
product. 

 
P&P XVIII Paragraph R further provides that the entry of orders prior to the commencement of the 
pre-opening period in an attempt to “time” the price-time priority queue for TAS transactions, or 
for other similar purposes, may be considered a disruptive trading practice in violation of CFE Rule 
620, Rule 404A(c), or other rules. 

 
Accordingly, the submission of TAS orders in a product prior to the dissemination of the first pre-
opening notice for a TAS contract in that product at the beginning of a business day is not permitted. 

 

This prohibition applies to any submission of a TAS order prior to the dissemination of this notice, 

including without limitation, the staging in the CFE System or the submission into the CFE System 
of a TAS order that is incomplete or inaccurate. For example, an incomplete TAS order may include 
an order with one or more order submission fields completed with required information and one or 

more order submission fields that are required to be completed which do not yet contain required 
information. Similarly, for example, an inaccurate TAS order may include an order with one or more 

order submission fields that contain incorrect information, such as an incorrect contract identifier, 
that causes the rejection of the TAS order. 

 

Non-TAS Order and Quote Submissions 

CFE Rule 405A(a)(vi) governs when non-TAS orders and quotes may first be submitted at the 

beginning of a business day. Rule 405(a)(vi) contains similar provisions to the ones applicable to 

TAS transactions with one exception as described below. 

 

During the time period between Exchange business days for a product, the entry into the CFE 
System of a non-TAS order in that product prior to the time at which the CFE System disseminates 
the first pre-opening notice for non-TAS orders in that product is prohibited. The CFE System 

disseminates a pre-opening notice for each non-TAS contract and the first pre-opening notice for a 

non-TAS contract in a product is the pre-opening notice that establishes the time at which non-TAS 

orders may be submitted for all non-TAS contacts in that product. Non-TAS contracts in a product 
include non-TAS single leg contract expirations and non-TAS spreads in that product. 
 

The provisions of Rule 405A(a)(vi) do not apply to cancel orders for non-TAS contracts submitted 

while the CFE System is in a suspended state between Exchange business days after the restart of 

the CFE System during the suspended state. However, the reference to cancel orders in the 
preceding sentence does not include reference to any types of quote submissions (including quote 
cancels) since quotes do not persist between Exchange business days. 

 
General Standards of Conduct 

CFE’s rules set forth other standards of conduct that are applicable to activities on the Exchange. 
Among these standards are Rule 620 and the other provisions of P&P XVIII which prohibit disruptive 

trading practices. These provisions apply to all market states, including the pre-opening period, the 

closing period, and all trading sessions and are not limited to non-test symbols. P&P XVIII includes a 
non-exclusive list of factors that the Exchange may consider in assessing whether specific conduct 
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violates Rule 620. Violation of any of the rule provisions described in this Regulatory Circular may be 
subject to disciplinary action by the Exchange. 
 
Additional Information  

This Regulatory Circular is not intended to provide a comprehensive description of standards of 
conduct that are applicable to activities on the Exchange involving the use of test symbols or the 
submission of orders and quotes at the beginning of a business day. TPHs should refer to the CFE 
Rulebook and to the Policies & Procedures Section of the CFE Rulebook for additional detail.  
 

Please contact CFE Regulatory Interpretations at CFERegInterps@cboe.com or 312.786.7229 with any 

questions regarding this Regulatory Circular. 

  

https://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_book/cfe-rule-book.pdf
https://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_book/cfe-rule-book.pdf
https://cdn.cboe.com/resources/regulation/rule_book/CFEPoliciesandProcedures.pdf
mailto:CFERegInterps@cboe.com

